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MEMORAN'DUM

To: File 1-2004-002

From: Jeff Teator, OI:RI Or
Subject: Telcon with Tom LAKE

Date: 8/5/04

On 8/5/04 LAKE returned the reportin e ' te.ne call regarding the ECP review he
performed on the September 21, 200 team leak issue at Salem Unit 2.
LAKE was asked to read his interview notes of the interviews he conducted of Bob CORDREY,
Rick PFEFFER, AL POLONCZYK aka "ALPO," and Greg BOKASH. LAKE provided the
following information:

Bob CORDREY: the third line from the bottomofpage 1 reads that CORDREY told LAKE that,
"Impression is that crew knew! ! -w as going to close the valve] LAKE said that
he is positive that CORDREY sathat, and, wS enasked how positive he was of that, said,
"positive enough that I wrote it down." LAKE said he interviewed CORDREY on either October
lot or 15d", 2003.

Rick PFEFFER: on page 2 of the notes, the first line of the third asterisk reads that PFEFFER
told LAKE that, "OS knew, but rest of org[anization] didn't. LAKE said that he "wrote it [the
notes] as he heard it."[from PFEFFER]

rk PQLONCZYK - "ALPO": on page 1 of the notes, bullet 3 reads that "ALPO" told LAKE that,
made the call [to close the valve] along w/[ith] other supervisors." Bullet 4 reads that

"ALPO" told LAKE that "Minutes after saying unsafe it became safe." [to close the valve]

LAKE added that he performed the ECP review at Carl FRICKER's request. To d that he fist
got the list of names from FRICKER of the employees who were upset with what_
had done. He interviewed them to provide FRICKER with, "where their hearts and minds w4e"
on what happened. He was not instructed by FRICKER or anyone else to further investigate
what he was told by the employees, nor was he instructed to validate or corroborate that what he
was told was the truth. LAKE said that he interviewed individuals whose names were on the list,
but also interviewed others who approached him while he was in the plant, and/or took
information left him on his voice mail.
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